1. The functional response of the parasite Pseudeucoila bochei to different densities of its host (Drosophila melanogaster larvae) was studied in three series of experiments.
within the allotted time of one hour. Since the design of series 1 is traditionally the one employed to study functional response in a parasite or predator, it results in a distorted picture of what would probably occur in nature: the wasps would almost certainly leave a site and search elsewhere, if initially unsuccessful, instead of returning several times to a site already searched. This explains why a functional response of type 2 was usually found for invertebrates in experiments. The increasing percentage parasitization at lower densities of series 2 probably reflects the natural situation better: it is a type 3 response (Fig. 7) .
8. The parasites did not search entirely at random on a host-medium site. Thus, searching efficiency was higher, which of course increased the parasite's reproductive power. In ecological theory and particularly as it is formulated in mathematical models, random search is usually assumed, although factors such as interference among the parasites, reaction to host aggregations, switching to other hosts, etc. are taken into account. Non-random search will strongly affect the results from modelling.
INTRODUCTION
The quantitative effect of the reactions of predators and parasites on different densities of their prey or hosts still remains a topic of great interest among ecologists, because these reactions are of importance in bringing down the numbers of prey or hosts, or even in regulating their numbers. Therefore these reactions play an important role in some population dynamical theories and in biological control of pests.
Usually, two different types of response are distinguished: the functional response, in which the individual predator (or parasite) attacks more prey when prey (or host) density increases, and the numerical response, in which, as a result of an increase in prey (or host) density, the number of predators (or parasites) increases (SoLO-MON, 1949) . Obviously, some predators and parasites may show both a functional and a numerical response in a given environment. This paper deals with the functional response only. HOLLING (1959) has distinguished three different types, depending on the nature of the relation between the density of prey (hosts) and the number of prey 
